LTHOUGH the · many diverse languages and customs of our Indians suggest that Canada was occupied for countless centuries before its discovery by Europeans, the ·remains of its prehistoric inhabitants are seldom conspicuous, and in many districts hardly discoverable even with careful research.
There are no architectural ruins similar to the cliff dwellings in the southwest of the United States, the stone temples, ·walls and highways of Central America and Peru, or the brick and stone monuments of the Old World. Stone entered into the construction· of dwellings only on the Arctic and sub-Arctic coastlines, where alone we find habitations, -still partly intact, that lead us back to the centuries preceding Columbus. The bark wigwams of the eastern Indians were impermanent structures frequently dismantled and removed to another site, and the skin tents of the plains'-and Mackenzie River tribes left no marks except circles of stones or faint depressions in the soil. West of the Rocky mountains, and in southeastern Ontario, the Indians occupied the same village sites for several years in succession; but even in these regions few traces of their dwellings remain, because the wood of which they were built rapidly disintegrated with the moisture and changing temperature.
Yet if Canada is not weal thy in prehistoric remains
it is by no means barren. Even though the ancient dwellings have disappeared with hardly a trace, though most of the imple1nents and utensils used by the earlier Indians have fallen into dust, many objects have been preserved that help us to reconstruct their history. Wood, horn, !64 and skin may often have disintegrated, but bone, an tier, stone, pottery, ivory and shell remain, and although the story they tell is partial and one-sided, we can often fill in the gaps from our knowledge of the historic Indians. The kitchen-middens on both the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts contain not only the empty shells of the molluscs on which the aborigines feasted, but objects of stone) bone and native copper that were either discarded or lost when they moved away. 'The old village sites in southeastern Ontario and along the St. Lawrence river contain in addition amazing quantities of broken pottery, and pottery (which, though fragile, is almost indestructible) appears near the international boundary in all three prairie provinces. The dry soil along the Fraser river in the interior of British Columbia has preserved frag1nents of cordwoven basketry that generally crumbled to pieces in more humid regions. Thus the southern parts of Canada possess many valuable relics of the distant past; and though the northern interior is almost barren, the Arctic and sub-Arctic coastlines where the floors of the old dwellings remain perpetually frozen beneath the surface soil rival in the abundance of their treasures the richest sites anywhere in America.
Graves, though generally less fertile than village or camping sites, have in many places yielded valuable remains. Much of our knowledge of the Beothuk Indians of Newfoundland comes from the implements they deposited in caves and rock-shelters beside their dead. Burial customs varied greatly in different parts of Canada. Wherever cremation was common, as· on the Pacific coast, or the dead were laid on scaffolds or on the surface of the ground, comparatively little has survived. But stone cairns and shell-heaps often contain both human and other remains, and in south-eastern Ontario the plough 165 THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY of the fanner has exposed many pits or ossuaries where the Iroquoians had deposited the bones of their dead with the tools and utensils that they had used in life.
The Indians have left other records of their ancient occupation, in addition to dwelling places and graves. In British Columbia, and more rarely on the prairies, there are petroglyphs or boulders sculptured with strange designs about which the present natives know nothing. Commoner still are pictographs or rock paintings, many also prehistoric, although some on the upper Fraser river and perhaps elsewhere were made as late as the nineteenth century. Then there are traces of old quarries where the Indians mined their soapstone, chert and other minerals, old trails over which they wandered, stone cairns, food-caches and fish-weirs that were constructed before the ·white man came. Finally, explorers travelling in the Arctic archipelago far beyond the historic range of any Eskimo tribe now extant, have found stone dwellings and tent-rings, graves and caches, on Melville, Bathurst and other islands, even in the extreme north of Ellesmere island within eight degrees of the north pole.
Archaeological investigations, however, face at the outset a very serious difficulty; for the aborigines, familiar with no writing except picture-writing, have left behind no literature .which might help to fix the dates of these various remains. We may know from the ignorance of the present day natives concerning their origin, and from the absence of any iron tools, that they antedate the arrival of Europeans two or more centuries ago; but this hardly begins the enquiry. In other parts of the world we can sometimes determine the approximate period of a ruin through the presence of objects imported from a country whose history is already known, as when we find in Cretan house-sites ornaments that were peculiar to I66 well-established dynasties of Egypt. But Canada; like . the rest ·of the American continent, seems to have been entirely cut off from the civilization centres of the Old World -until the end of the fifteenth century/ and any foreign objects its soil contains are either intrusions from the United States, where their origin and date are hardly less obscure, or else of recent in traduction, like the Chinese coins that are occasionally unearthed near Vancouver and other places, and the bronze figurine from northern India that was dug up at Kincolith, on the Nass river, some twenty-five years ago.
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The only possible starting point, then, for the elucidation of the earlier history of our aborigines is the appearance of Europeans on the scene, of Jacques Cartier on the east coast in I 534, and of Russian, Spanish, and English navigators and fur-traders on the west coast in the eighteenth century.· -For Europeans brought iron tools and weapons that instantly replaced most of the stone implements previously in use, and archaeological sites from this and subsequent periods invariably reflect the change.
In the absence of historically fixed dates for preEuropean times the Canadian archaeologist must fall back on the slender evidence afforded by changes in the geological or biological conditions. -Thus in some parts of Canada, notably in the Arctic, the coastline has risen thirty or forty feet since certain dwelling-sites were deserted, and several inches of soil have accumulated over their ruins. Such conditions indicate the lapse of many centuries, but unfortunately we cannot determine the rates at which the coast-line rose or the soil accumulated, and therefore cannot measure the interval in years. To find one ruin resting directly on top of another (as in so many Mediterranean sites) is extremely rare; but provided that soil, vegetation and other conditions are similar, we may logically assume that a site buried 18 inches beneath the ground is older than one buried only I 2 inches, and by this criterion we can occasionally determine the sequence of remains within a restricted area. Certain archaeologists have attempted to calculate the antiquity of the shell-heaps on the coast of California by estimating the probable population of the sites and the number of empty shells an Indian would throw out each day; but such a method seems impracticable, in Canada at leas. t, where we can neither estimate the probable population nor the pr. oportion of shell-fish in the native diet. We can, however, obtain the minimum ages of a few heaps by examining the forests that have covered them since their formation. "In 1897 there stood on one heap that was eight feet high the stump of a Douglas fir that showed over four hundred annual rings. This heap must have been abandoned before 1497; before an earlier date still, in fact, because there was a second stump on it larger and presumably older, although its rings could not be counted because the centre was hollow. A Douglas fir cut down on another and higher shell-heap many years ago showed · four hundred and twenty annual rings, so that this heap was abandoned before 1 soo. We know neither how many years had elapsed between the abandonment of these shell-heaps and the growth of the trees, nor the rate at which the shell-heaps themselves had accumulated; but if the upper layers are at least 400 years old, the lower ones must be considerably more ancient. There seems no reason to believe that the two shell-heaps just described are the oldest along this coast. Others may be centuries older, preceding perhaps the Christian era. We may derive from tree-growths minimum dates for a few, but unless we can obtain some geological indications, there seems little hope of discovering the true age of any heaps except the most modern. '' 3 Let us now examine each region in turn and see what light archaeology has been able to throw on its inhabitants during the long dark period that preceded the coming of Europeans. We will begin our survey with eastern Canada. In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward island, prehistoric shell-heaps, camping sites and graves reflect almost the same culture as that of the Algonkian tribes who occupied this region in the seventeenth century. The coastal shell-heaps, however, rarely if ever contain gouges or grooved axes of stone, both of which are fairly common in the interior; and since these objects do not occur in post-European sites it seems possible that they indicate the habitation of the province by some earlier tribe than the Micmacs and Malecites who · linger there· to-day. The abundance of pottery in the prehistoric shell-heaps supports this hypothesis, for none of the early writers appears to mention its presence except Lescarbot, who says, without stating his authority, that it had formerly been used by the Micmac, but discontinued before his time.
had little use for gouges and grooved axes at the seashore, and therefore left them inland at the winter huntinggrounds; although in that case we might reasonably expect to find one or two stray specimens in the shellheaps. But then the rarity of stone or pottery pipes, both inland and on the coast, again' arouses our suspicion that there may have been an earlier population, for it suggests that smoking was a new trait but lately introduced into the Maritime provinces from the Iroquoians to the west. Such pipes as have been found closely resemble Iroquoian types, 5 indicating that either the Iroquoians or the lVIaritime Algonkians, perhaps both, were newcomers into southeastern Canada. There the problem rests to-day, and we must leave it unsolved pending further excavations.
None of the Maritime remains hitherto excavated bear any indications of great antiquity, 6 nor can we prove with certainty that Algonkian or any other tribes had occupied this region more than a ce· n tury or two before the coming of Europeans. A grave at Redbank, in Northumberland county, New Brunswick, contained burnt human bones and a number of stone i1nplements deeply stained with red ochre like the remains of the mysterious "Red Paint" people in the neighbouring state of Maine/ although the implements themselves in no way resembled "Red Paint" type~.
On the other hand, knobbed gouges, plum1nets, adze blades and long slate spear paints of typical "Red Paint" forms have been unearthed in various parts of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, but neither associated with deposits of red ochre nor in circumstances that would indicate great antiquity. It see1ns safer, therefore, to regard these specimens not as the work of a distinct people, but as local variants from the more usual Algonkian forms. Altogether, archaeological investigations in the maritime provinces have been singularly disappointing. They have elucidated son1e obscure features in the culture ·of the inhabitants that were not recorded by the early missionaries and explorers, but they have faiJed to prove conclusively any occupation whatever of this area before the eleventh or twelfth century A.D. Archaeology has been a little more successful in the lowlands of the St. Lawrence river valley, where we find ·two kinds of prehistoric village remains. In the one, besides the usual stone axes, bone awls, and other implements, there are fragments of clay pots that had rounded bases and overhanging or cornice-like rims, curved pipes made of stone or earthenware frequently carved or modelled into human, bird or animal forms, and now and again an ornament made of shelL Many of the arrow-heads are of bone or antler; those of chipped stone are sometimes equipped with barbs or stems, but more often, perhaps, present the outline of a simple isosceles triangle. 9 The pottery, too, has been modelled into shape, not built up by the alternative method .of coiling.
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Sites with these remains persist into European times, when shell beads become tnore numerous and iron knives and axes appear. \Ve recognize them as the village-sites of an agricultural people, because the refuse deposits always contain charred corn and beans; and we can be certain> too, that they 8 lt is scarcely credible, nevertheless, tha· t it was entirely uninhabited before and for seve1·al centuries after the beginning of the Christian ern. 0 In New York the triangular forms predominate almost to the exclusion of the other types (Parker, A. C., "Origin of the Iroquois," American Anthropologist, n.s. vol. XVIII, 1916, p. 484 All these Algonkian sites are prehistoric, revealing no traces of European contact; and since n1any of them lie in what was lroquoian territory in the sixteenth century, we know that they 1nust precede the Iroquoian occupation of the St. Lawrence lowlands, even although as yet we have found no actual superimposition of remains. There are no storage pits for grain on these Algonkian sites, nor any indication that their 1nhabitants were acquainted with the cultivation of maize. Both agriculture and smoking, therefore, seem to have come in to southeastern. Canada through the Iraq uoians.
At what period, then, did the Iroquoians reach the St. Lawrence valley? Parallel discoveries south of the international boundary, and a close study of the culture, traditions and dialects of their various tribes, tend to fix the date at around IJoo A.D. Parker would bring them from the Ohio valley to the Detroit or the Niagara river, where he believes they split into two branches, one) the ancestors of the Hurons, Mohawks and Onondagas, moving along the northern shores of lakes Erie and Ontario; the second, which later separated out into the Seneca,. Erie and · other tribes, traversing the southern shores.
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Other authorities prefer to suspend judgment on the movements and cultural groupings of the various tribes pendi~g the results of further investigations. 13 Meanwhile, Wintemberg has dispelled one illusion by finding an Iroquoian camping-site as far east as Kegashka, beyond the N a tashkwan river; for his discovery proves· that the prehistoric Iroquoians con trolled not only the valley of the St. Lawrence river but a considerable portion ofthe gulf) and that the party met by Cartier off the Gaspe coast was not, as is commonly supposed, a mere ·scouting expedition cruising in unknown waters.
The Algonkians who preceded the Iroquoians, like those of the Maritime provinces, were pottery-makers, although their kindred north of the St. · Lawrence watershed used vessels of birch-bark for cooking their food. Parker has discovered at Lamoka, in the state of New York, a stratified refuse heap left by two distinct peoples, the lower deposits by a long-headed tribe that knew no pottery, the upper by a round-headed tribe with pottery.
14 He estimates the antiquity of the heap at from two thousand to four thousand years, which is very much greater than a reasonable estimate for any site yet discovered in eastern Canada. We have not found, indeed, any site in the lowlands of the St. Lawrence where pottery 12 Parker, A. C., op. cit., p. 483. · 13 Cj. Skinner, A., "Notes on Iroquois Archaeology," Indian Notes and Monographs, Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, pp. 21ff., New York, 1921. 14 Parker, A. C., American Anthropologist, n.s. vol. 30, 1928, pp. 515-6. 173 is absent, except a small and rather insignificant campingplace at Red Mill, near Three Rivers. Yet we are confident that pottery . was not an independent invention of the Algonkians, but came _ to them from more civilized tribes to the south. Possibly it was introduced from· the mound-building tribes in the Ohio valley, for there are graves and mounds in Ontario that contain gorgets of shell and stone, copper axes, awls and beads similar to specimens that have been unearthed in Ohio, Indiana and other parts of the United States. Only a few of these remains have been excavated by trained investigators, so that while we are certain that they belong to the prehistoric period, we cannot actually prove that they precede the Iroq uoian occupation of the province. 16 Several o( the graves, we may note in passing, contained considerable quantities of red hematite, like the grave at Redbank in New Brunswick. But red was a favourite colour with the Indians in many parts of North A1nerica, so that we should not attach too great significance to this feature. The prairie provinces and the basin of the Mackenzie river have proved barren fields for the archaeologist, apparently because their inhabitants have always been migratory peoples who never stayed long enough in one place to leave extensive remains. In the southern parts of the prairie provinces are burial mounds similar to those of Dakota and other states to the southward. They contain_, besides a few human bones, fragments of crude pottery, shell beads and other stray objects already recorded by early explorers of the plains, so that they add very little to our knowledge. Stone cairns and circles of stones that held down the edges of tents are numerous from the international boundary to the Arctic ocean, but 1 6 Wintemberg, W. J. Artifacts from Ancient Graves and Mounds in Ontario.
Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, Third Series, vol. XXII, section 11, pp. 175-202, Ottawa, 1928. many of them are quite recent, often no older than the present century. Occasionally we find tent-stones so covered with lichens or buried in the turf that we feel sure they date from pre-European times, but digging reveals -nothing except perhaps a few flakes of chert or quartzite. The plough of the far1ner often turns up a grooved stone hommer or a tubular stone pipe which we recognize as characteris-tic of the plains' region, and here and there one stumbles on long rows of boulders that, mosaic-like, trace out some geometrical design or a human or animal figure. But nowhere have archaeologists found evidence of o'ther inhabitants than those of the present day, or traces of even their occupation earlier than a century or two before the arrival of the white man.
The village sites, graves and camping places in the valleys of the Thompson and Fraser rivers, and the innumerable shell-heaps or kitchen-middens that fringe the coast-line of British Columbia, have been investigated sporadically for-half a century. The-shell-heaps vary in length from a few yards to one or two miles, and in depth from a few inches to nine feet. The smaller ones are often entirely modern, and a few of the larger ones have grown within the last hundred years, for the Indians of this region still consun1e large quantities of clams and cockles; but the giant heaps now buried in dense forest certainly date from many hundreds of years ago, in some cases perhaps even thousands.
One would naturally suppose that in such a region archaeologists could find a sequence of remains that would permit a reconstruction of the cultural history back to and beyond the beginning of the Christian era. · Yet the researches of fifty years have added very little to our knowledge. No doubt difficulties of excavation have n1ilitated against any great success. No archaeologists 175 THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY have ever possessed funds enough to remove a heav) stand of timber, and then excavate carefully, layer h) layer, a solid mass of refuse and earth measuring perhap: three hundred yards long, seventy feet wide and five fee· deep, to take only a moderately large shell-heap. The) have run trenches in different places and in various direc. tions; occasionally they have tried to follow the opera. tions of workmen who were razing part of a shell-heap tc make a new railway track 16 or a site for a lumber-mill; bu1 hit or miss operations of this character can never producE the same results as systematic and complete excavations We must remember, too, that in the moist, warm climat( of the British Columbian coast everything made of wood: horn, skin or vegetable fibre, the materials most com~ manly used by the historic natives, decays completely within a century, that the Indians of this region were ignorant of pottery, and that the only specimens we may expect to :find in the shell-heaps are stray objects of bon(: or antler, shell or stone. Two men may dig for a week without uncovering more than a dozen specimens that arc: worth carrying away.
A few words, then, will sum up all that we have: learned from the prehistoric shell-heaps and from the stone cairns that seem to be more or less contemporary with them. Two types of Indians occupied the coastline in those early days, the one · with very narrow faces and heads, the other with very broad. The former type has either disappeared, or else it has now so merged with the prevailing broad-headed type that it escapes detection. The builders of the shell-heaps practised trephining, a custom now unknown, but their graves, unlike those of the historic Indians, seldom contain anything except human bones. Their rectangular houses were similar in ground plan at least to the large plank dwellings that survived until the latter half of the nineteenth century; their tools, weapons, and household equipment, so far as we have recovered thenT 1 closely parallel those in use during historic times; and their carvings in stone and bone (for all carvings in wood and horn have disappeared) seem to belong to the same general school of art as the totempoles, masks, ladles of goat's horn and other carved objects so prominent among the present-day tribes of the Pacific coast. Altogether there appears to have been no radical change in the material culture of this region, no great disturbances of population, for many centuries.
If we examine the region a little more closely, however, we notice a few differences between the shell-heap remains in the northern portion of the province and those in the south. The heaps on the Queen Charlotte Islands contain grooved adzes and hammer heads that have not been found on southern Vancouver Island or on the mainland opposite it. Conversely, the shell-heaps around the mouth of the Fraser river yield several objects that are not known from farther north, such as tubular pipes, clubs made from the bones of whales, plain eel ts with the hafts in which they were mouhted 1 and stone figures of seated human beings holding bowls in their laps. Undoubtedly these differences hav~ a certain significance. If we correlate them with the present-day differences in language, arid with the slight variations in material culture and social organization that are apparent along the shores of British Columbia, we seem to discern in the far-distant past a movement of Salishan-speaking peoples from the interior to the coast, some down the Fraser river valley to its mouth, others into the basin of the Bella Coola river tnd the fiord into which the river empties. It is true that inland, in the valleys of the Fraser and Thompson rivers the prehistoric culture revealed by ancient house-sites anc graves differs markedly from any coastal culture wid which we are familiar, and merges imperceptibly into tht historic culture of the interior Salish tribes that stil. inhabit those valleys. But one can readily believe tha1 a primitive people moving from an arid plateau of limite( economic resources down to a moist littoral, heavily forested and abounding in fish, game and fruits, riligh1 abandon its earlier mode of life within a few years anc take on the cui ture of the new tribes with which it came into contact.
The Eskimos of the Arctic coast and their kinsmer along the shores of the Labrador peninsula now claim ou1 attention. Historically they were the first aborigines ir the new world to come into contact with Europeans, fot we cannot doubt that they were the Skraelings encountered about 1003 A.D. by the adventurous Norsemen whc sailed across from Greenland to the coast of North America. Although practically no archaeological work was undertaken in their terri tory until the twentieth century, it has already yielded some rather unexpected results. The climate of the Arctic has exerted an important influence on the character, number and condition oj the ancient remains, for the absence of trees made the Eskimos more dependent than Indian tribes on stone~ bone, antler and ivory, which the permanently frozen soi] has maintained in perfect preservation. Moreover, there was a period in Eskimo history when from Coronation Gulf to Labrador many of-the natives dwelt in houses built of stones and bones of whales roofed over with turf, and the ruins of these dwellings still stand out prominently in the barren landscape. The archaeologist faces special problems in the shortness of the summer season and the !78 difficulty of transporting his supplies. He has trouble in excavating, too, because even in midsummer the ground is invariably frozen below the first few inches. On the other hand he has the immense . advantage of finding on every side innwnerable old village-sites that will undoubtedly repay investigation.
Without entering into minute details, then, we may summarize briefly the earlier history of our Canadian Eskimos in so far as we have deciphered it from their remains.
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They seem to have been divided many centuries ago into two, possibly three distinct groups, all closely alike in some ways, in others very different. The interior· region that stretches between Hudson bay ·and those two vast expanses of water, Great Bear and Great Slave lakes, harboured a number of tribes that seldom or never visited the sea, but subsisted entirely on fish and land animals, principally the caribou and the musk-oxen. Dependence on migratory ani1nals caused ceaseless movements within a fixed radius, so that these Eskimos possessed no permanent habitations, but built temporary huts of snow during the winter months and moved into tents of skin at the approach of spring. Their primitive culture-for they were the most primitive of all Eskimo tribes-and their migratory life without fixed habitations did not permit the accumulation of any definite remains. We know of the existence of the group by inference only, from the handful of its descendants still occupying this region and from the tribes that, breaking away in prehistoric times, moved out to the Arctic coast and the shores of Hudson bay.
The second group of Eskimos occupied the littoral 17 The chief authority is Ma thi ass en, T. . "Archaeology of the Central Eskimos," "Report of the Fifth Thule exped.i tion, 1921 -24," val. iv, Copenhagen, 1927 . CJ. also Jenness, D. "Origin of the Copper Eskimos and their Copper Culture," Geographical Review val. xiii, pp. 540-55, New York, and "A New Eskimo Culture from Hudson Bay," Id., val. xv, pp. 428.437, New York, 1925. 179 THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY from the delta of the Mackenzie river to Hudson strait and probably Labrador, while offshoots even spread over the now uninhabited islands of the Arctic archipelago and entered Greenland. During the winter months they dwelt in permanent houses built of stones and turf; and, like their kindred in north Alaska down to the twentieth century they depended for their livelihood on the great sea mammals, seals and, wherever they existed, whales and walruses. Many of their tools, weapons, and household objects differed from those used in the Arctic to-day, and their stone houses are now unoccupied and falling in to ruins. Yet their civilization (named Thule from the site in North Greenland where it was· first discovered) must have lasted many centuries, for in Hudson bay the land has risen twelve or thirteen metres since they erected their earliest houses, and four or five metres since they built their latest a few generations before their discovery by Europeans. They were then swamped, apparently, by an invasion from the inland group of tribes, who spread over the whole coastline as far as Coronation gulf. What set the inland tribes in motion, and the date when they first pushed outward, we do not know, but it seems not improbable that these disturbances in the Hudson Bay area and in Baffin island extended as far as Greenland, and caused that southward movement of Eskimos along the west coast of the island in the fourteenth century which brought about the destruction of the more northern colonies established by the Icelanders. In the isolation of Southampton island a modified fonn of the old Thule culture persisted right down to 1902, when all the inhabitants except four children who had been adopted by a mainland tribe perished through an infectious disease contracted from a whaling vessel.
The third ancient division of the Canadian Eskimos is more doubtful. Various old ruins that stretch all the way from the northwest coast of Newfoundland to Ellesmere island, but which centre apparently around Hudson strait, have disclosed harpoon heads and other objects so unlike those normally associated with Thule remains, that they surely denote either a very peculiar phase of that culture, or else a culture that is entirely distinct. 18 It resembles in a few points the culture of the extinct Beothuk Indians of Newfoundland, suggesting that the latter formerly inhabited the southern part of the Labrador peninsula in such close proxi1nity to the Eskimos that the two peoples borrowed certain traits from each other. These, however, are hypotheses that cannot be settled without further excavations in Labrador and in the Eastern Arctic. Although archaeological discoveries have opened up for us a vista into the history of the Eskimos during the past thousand or it may be two thousand years, they are very far from disclosing the origin of this peculiar people or deciphering the beginnings of its strange civilization. The cui ture revealed by the oldest remains yet examined is so well integrated, so perfectly adapted to the peculiar conditions of an Arctic coast-line, that it could hardly have evolved within a few years, but was rather the slow growth of many centuries. We have discovered no trace of such a growth within Canada itself, and several indications point to the development of a still earlier culture on both sides of Bering strait. 19 Even this earlier culture, however, is far from primitive, so that ultin1ately we may 18 It is known, tentatively, as the Dorset culture, from Cape Dorset, in the south-west corner of Baffin Island where it was first discovered (Jenness, D. A New Eskimo Culture in Hudson Bay, Geographlcal Review, val. xv, No. 3, July, 1925, pp. 428-437 
